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THE ROLE OF FRIT IN NUCLEAR WASTE VITRIFICATION.

J'D Vienna*, PA Smith, DA Dora, and P Hrma.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory _, Richland, Washington 9935L

ABSTRACT

Melter feed yield stress, viscosity and durability, of flits and corre._ponding v.'asm glasses as well as
the kinetics of elementary melting processes have been measured. The results illustrate the
competing requirements on friL Four flits (FY91, FY93, HW39-4, and SR202) and simulated
neutralized current acid waste (NCAW) were used in this study. The experimental evidence shows

that optimization of frit for one processing related property often results m poorer performance for
the remaining properties. The difficulties associated with maximum waste loading and durability
are elucidated for glasses whi_ could be processed using te_ztmologyavailable for the previously

proposed Hartford Waste Vitrification Plant.

I1NTRODUCTION

Vitrification Ofnuclear waste requires additives which are often vi,.,.Xfiedindependently to form a

frit. Frit composition is formulated to meet the needs of glass composition and processing, t. 2
The effects of flit on melter feed and melt processing, glass acceptance, and waste loading is of
practical interest m understanding the trade-offs associated with the competing dem,_as placed on
flit composition.

Transport,mixing,andspreadability3ofmelterfeed(whichcontain15volume% flit)isfacilitated

by low yieldstressandviscosity.Melterfeedrheologyspecificationshavebeenimposedforthe

previouslyproposedHartfordwastevitrificationplant(HWV) thatmandateanapparentviscosity

below700,300,and 70mPa.sat10,25,and 183Hz,respectively,and ayieldstresslesstJaan10

Pa.'*Thisspecificationiseasilysatisfiedbymodifyingsolidsfractionm themelterfeedslurry,

provided that the flit panicles betmve hydrodynamically. However, the frits cm'rently under
consideration include compositions that are subject to phase separation and/or low durability. The
composition / durability relationship for simple alkali-boro-silieat_ glasses was repormd in

literature. 5'6'7 The durability of these flits is strongly dependent on their position within the R.,G-

B203-SiO 2 phase diagram and particularly on their position in or near the immiscibility dome. 8

Low durabiIity can result in the leaching of the boron and alkali portions of the frit.
Consequently, a hydrolyzed silica matrix is produced. Changes in temperature, mixing and pH can
lead to increased gelation that increase yield stress and/or viscosity of the melter feed slunw. For
this reason it is considered advantageous to use leach resistant flit.

a Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the US DOE by Battelle Memorial hastimte
tinder contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830.
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Batch expansion (or foaming), which occurs due to the entrapment of evolved gasscs within the

cold cap, is reduced if the high viscosity (103 to 106 Pa.s) melt temperature region does not

coincide with that of gas evolution. 9 High viscosity melt formation is a function of flit viscosity
and reactions between flit and waste. Excessive foaming decreases heat transfer to the cold cap, and
thus decreases melting rate. However, some bubble evolution is beneficial for homogenization. A

• comparison of off gas volume and frit viscosity will yield an estimate of batch expansion

(foaming) in the cold cap. Bubble formation and viscosity are described elsewhere. I0

The viscosity/temperature relationship for glass must satisfy certain constraints for production of
glass, i.e., a joule heated melter requires frit that provides lower viscosity glass (2 - I0 Pa.s at
melting temperature). Heat transfer and mixing arc attributed to convection in the melter which is
dependent on viscosity. In addition, high viscosity will cause pouring problems. On the other
hand, low viscosity (< 2 Pa.s), will promote refractory and electrode wear, and volatility.

Presently, glass acceptance rests upon the satisfaction of a 7-day product consistency test (PC'T)

• criterion.II However,amoredurableglassproductisdesirableprovidedthataprocessableglass
compositionismaintained.

To examinetheinterdependenceoftheaboveproperties,fourfritsweretested.Two ofthesefrits

(FY91andFY93) wereoptimizedtoforma28wt% neutralizedcurrentacidwaste(NCAW) loaded

glasswitha processingtemperatureof1150"C.FY91 was designedforthehighestglass

_ku-abilitywitha viscosityof6 Pa.sat1150"Cusingempiricalmodelsdevelopedfromalimited

siambaseofglassproperties.12ThisfritcontainsonlythreecomponentsSiO2,B203,andLi20

=: : (other components where found to be unnecessary for the optimization of glass properties alone)...

FY91 hasbeenusedintwomelterruns;despitethehighdurabilitywasteformproduced,low

-". meltingratsand feedslurryrhcologyproblemswereobservedandam'ibutedto flit. The Inmgrated
"_ DWPF Melter Sysmm (IDMS) melter feed showed increased yield stress and viscosity that was

attributedtoFY91 _t inducedgelling.13Duringthe Kemforschungzenu'nmKarlsruhe(KfK)run,b

coldcapspreadabilitywasproblematicandpluggingoccurredinthefeedpipes.FY93 f.ritwas.

•- designed(usingmore currentmodels14,15)toachievehighdurabilitywhilemaintaininganeasily
_:: processed glass. This frit includes a mixture of 'alkali and alkaline earth modifiers which are

• . _.

unnecessary, for glass properties but may aid in processability by increasing frit durability.

The remaining two frits were not designed using property / composition models for NCAW, but
have been established as standard frits for simulated nuclear waste vitrification. HW39-4 frit 16was

designed before property composition models were available and has been primarily used for glass
development and melter testing. SR202 flit 17was used at the DWPF for vitrification of Savannah
River Waste.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Simulated NCAW slurry was prepared according to procedures described by Smith et al. lg Dry frit

b W. Grunewald, G. Roth, W. Tobie, S. Weisenburger, and K. Weiss, "Vitrification of

Noble Metals Containing NCAW Simulant with and Engineering Scale Melter 0ESM),"
Campaign Report (1993).



(seeTableI)wascrushedtoparticlesizesbetween75a-:d175pan(-80/+200mesh).Fillwaste
andrecyclearethenmixedwithwatertoformawasteslurryconsistingof68.6%hit,28.0%
waste,and3.4%recycleonadryweightoxidebasis.Thesolidsloadingofallthesesuspensions
are42wt% whichcorrespondsm approximately20voI%totalsolidsincluding15vol%hit.
Thesesuspensionsweredigestedbyboilingfor2 hat105"Candagedina0.5L vesselforfour
weeksundergentleagitationat50"C.An additionalmelterfeedwasproducedwithsilica
substitutedfor the flit using the same process.

Supematant samples from the melter feed suspensionswere analyzed by inductively coupled
plasma spectroscopy (ICP) for Li. This value was used to calculate the fraction of the Li from hit
dissolved in the melter feed suspension. This calculation underestimates the dissolution since no
accountofrcprccipitationcouldbemade.Inaddition,thesuspensionpH wasmeasuredduringthe
agingprocess.

Rhcologicalmeasurementswereperformedusingaroto-viscometerwithconcentriccylinder
geometryc.Rheogramsweregeneratedatatemperatureof50"Cbyincreasingtheappliedshear

.... from0 to451:I usinga2-rainramp.ThetheologydatawasfittotheBinghamequation:

• z = "r0+ (I)
•,,: -.

.._,_ where"ristheshearstress,zo i.qtheyieldstress,Tlplistheplasticviscosity,and'_istheshear
" strainrate.

• _'L2 :

TableI. FritandGlassCompositionsTested(inmassfractions).Eachglassis
:.......-. comprisedof28wt% waste,3.4wt% recycle(includedinwastecomposition),and68.6wt% frit.

• -'- FY 91 FY 93 HW 39-4 SR 202
: 3 "-'_ ,,

._. ,_ Waste Frit Glass Frit Glass Frit Glass Frit Glass
,, SiO2 0.0833 0.7230 0.5220 0.7400 0.5337i 0.7000 0.5063i 0.7700 0.5543

B203 0.0001 0.2040 0.13990.1200 0.082310.1400 0.0960i 0.0800 0.0549
Na20 0.2365 0.0743 0.0600 0.1155 0.0900 0.1360! 0.0600 0.1155
Li20 0.000010.0730 0.0501 0.0600 0.0411 0.0500 0.0343 0.0700 0.0480
CaO 0.0074 0.0023 0.0100 0.0092 0.0100 0.0092 . 0.0023

.... MgO 0.0021 . 0.0007 0.0100 0.0075 0.0100 0.0075 0.0200 0.0144
Fe203 0.2519 0.0791 . 0.0791 . 0.0791 . 0.0791
A1203 0.0848 . 0.0266 0.0266 . 0.0266 . 0.0266!
Zr02 0.1343 . 0.0422 . 0.0422 . 0.0422 . 0.0422

Others* 0.1997 . 0.0627 0.0627 . 0.0627 0.0627
SUM 1.0C)01 1.0000 0.9999 1.0000 0.9999 .!.0000 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000

To measure feed microstructme during melting, themelter feed was dried at 120"C,crashed, and
heated in a gradient furnace in the temperature range from 620 to 1045 "Cfor one hour. Thin
samples were polished and analyzed by optical microscopy. Feed melting stages, which include

c RV20 with M5 Measuring System and MV2 Sensor, Haake Instruments, Paramus, NJ.
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sintcring, bubble formation, batch expansion (also referred to hcrc as foaming), bubble removal,
and homogenization, were identified using methods described by Anderson et al. 19 In addition, the

microstructure evolution of FY91 melter feed was measured as a function of heating time in a
linear temperature gradient from 620 to 1045 "C for 22.5, 45, 90, 180, 360, and 720 rain.

Glasses and (tits listed in Table I were hatched from oxides and carbonams, melted, crushed, and
remelted in covered Pt/Rh crucibles. Subsequently, static dissolution and viscosity were measure.
The normalized elemental releases were obtained by PCT for glasses and (tits and by Mat_als

Characterization Center OviCC-1) static leach test for flits. Viscosity was measured with a spindle
viscometer from 950 to 1250 "C in 50 "C increments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Feed Processing

Figure 1 shows the rheological results of the melter feed with FY91 and SR202 frits. The

.... rhcology of the other melter feeds showed similar trends. However, large-scale testing with SR202
and HW39-4 in NCAW melter feeds have not been problematic whereas FY91 melter feeds have

exhibited difficulties in pumping and cold cap spreading. Frit dtwability may provide some insight
for the differences observed in the large-scale.
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Figure1. Yieldstressofmelterfeedslurriesasafunctionofagingtime.Slurrysolids

concentrationwas heldatnearly500 g totaloxideperfits,andpH isshown inFigure2.
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Figure2. pH asafunctionofagingtimeforflit(andSiO2)inmelterfeedslurry.

TheeffectoftheflitdissolutiononthemelterfeedismosteasilyobservedbypH changes.
Typically,themelterfeedpH isapproximately6.5atthetimetheflitisadded.FortheSiO2

melterfeed,onlysmallchangesinpH wereobserveddaringtheagingperiod.TheSiO2doesnot
introduceanyalkalieswhichcanparticipateinanyleachingorionexchangereactionswhichraise
pH. The FY91 melm- feed increased to pH 9.1 during themelter feed digestion. Then, the pH of
the FY91 melter feed slowly rises duringthe agingperiod. This pH change is attributed to flit
dissolution which, in tun:l,is associated with the susceptibility to gelation. To further illustrate
this pOint,theLi concentrationin themelter feed supernatant liquid was measured as a function of
aging (see Figure 3).

The FY91 flit showed that, minimally, 86% of the lithium in the frit was leached for four weeks
of aging. In contrast, the $R202 and HW39-4 flits showed lithium fractions of 34 and 29%
respectively, for 4 weeks of aging. In addition, the pH belmviorof the SR202 and HW39-4 melter
feedsshowed much slower increases in pH and the final pH did notexceed 9. However, it is likely
that the Li leaching and pH level for the HW39-4 and SR202melter feeds would reach values
similar to the FY91 melte_:feed if sufficient leaching tirosis allowed.

The measamof the fritbe&aviorin the melterfeed by Li fractionand pHmay be considered
•uncertainduetothevariev.:ofcompOnentspresentandthecomplicatednann-eofthefeed
chemistry.Therefore,theflitdin'abilitywastestedbyPCT andMCC-I tests.Theresultsofthe
PCT testsonfourflits(TableI.I)showthatflitsFY93andHW39..4dissolveinnearcongruent

i , i i , , i



amountswithrespecttome normalized releases of B,Na, and Li (rB, rN, and rL). FY91 frit

showed a much higher rB and rL, and dissolved nearly congruent. SR202 frit did not dissolve

congruently. The boron of the SR202 dissolves more readily than the lithium and sodium
components. For all of the frits, the silica shows a much lower concentration in solution com-
pared with the other flit constituents.

Table II. MCC-1 and PUF results for each flit. Normalized releases are reported in g/m2.28-day

and g/m2.7-day respectively.

Normalized Release FY91 FY93 HW39.-4 SR202
MCC-1 Si 266.13 . 78.65 34.69
MCC-1 B 2201.28 99.91 35.1'7
MCC-1 Na . . 98.08 35.94
MCC-1 Li 24.48.49 98.93 32.26
PCT Si 2.52 3.04 2.29 1.6'7
PCT B 33.94 11.40 8.28 22.14
PCT Na . 10.45 8.24 19.10

PCT Li 35.38 !0.22 7.53 16.91

• FY91
• FY93 Hollow Symbols Are Melter Feed Test
m HW39.4 Solid Symbols Are PCT in DI _O£ SR202
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Figure 3. Fraction of lithium leached during PCT and meller feed slurry agin/_.

The normalized release data from the MCC-1 tests are listed in Table II for the frits HW39-4,
FY91, and SR202. The releases for FY91 were much higher than the other flits. This behavior is
similar to the PCT results. The MCC-1 release data showed that the H'W39-4 frit was less durable
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compared to the SR202 _t. These results were opposite to the PCT results. However, melter

feed experience has shown that the HW39..4 and SR202 frits perform ade,quatcly with rcspe,ct to
rhcology. Thus, the differences in the PCT and MCC-1 tests may not be important for the
evaluation of frit for nuclear waste processing. More importantly, the amount of dissolution is an

indicawr of susceptibility to gelation. However, the r_lationship between flit durability and slurry
rheology has not been well defined.

Glass Processing

A fn'st-.ord_rmodel in ten component space shows the effec_ of composition and temperature on
glass viscosity (h):

o
i0

lo
InTl= _ a_g i + ,=I 10 (2)

ill

T- E ar gl
i=l

where T is absolute temlm'amre, gi is mass fraction of the i-th component, ani, an, and a_ are the

i-th component coefficients for A, E, and TOin the Fulcher model (Equation 3). TMThe A, E, and

TOvalues obtained from measured glass viscosities ('Figure 4) are listed along with those predicted

using the flrst-order model in Table 111. The relative order of the glass viscosities arc: SR.202 >
FY93 > FY91 > HW39-4, as predicted.

E

InTI=A+ T-T o' (3)

where A and E are constants and To is the critical visco-clastic mnperamre.

Fulcher's model (Equation 3) is often used to i_pr_sent glass viscosity over wide t_mperature
ranges.Smallerrorscandramaticallyeffectthepredictionoflowmmperamreviscositiesffthe

tempcmun'cintervalofmeasurementisnarrowand farfromT0.Unfortunately,thisisthecaseof

flitviscositymeasurementsmade forthisstudy.The accuracyoflowmmpcratureviscosity
extrapolationcanbcsubstantiallyimprovedby includingalow mmperaturcviscositydatum.

Viscosity can be estimated at the frit sinmring temperature by considering the strain rate / viscosity
relationship. As neck formation becomes visible between adjacent flit panicles, presumably 15%
strain (cp)is achieved. This strain can be related to viscosity using Equation 4:

¢P=-- (4)
arl

where o is surface energy, t is time, and a is flit particle diameter. :'° Equation 4, and the measured
sintering t_mperature were used to extend the flit viscosity data to lower temperatures (shown in
Figure5).
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TableIll FulcherviscosityparamelsrsmeasuredfromflitsandglasseslistedinTableI,and
, predictedforthesameglasscompositions.

A E(K)' To(K) 'n(Pa.s)
MeasuredGtass,ViscosityCoefficients(al1150"Ci
FY91 -5.02 5,479 611 5.84
FY93 -5.93 6,817 554 6.84
HW39-4 -6.20 6,830 539 4.61

.... SR202 -6.15 7,696 501 9.00
Predicted Glass Viscosity CoeMcients|

FY91 -9.71 10,999 456 5.28
FY93 -8.33 9,915 467 7.73
HW39-4 -8.37 9,607 474 5.80
SR202 -7.83 9.651 463 9.20
Measured Pnt Viscosity Coefficients

|

FY91 -5.87 7,860 556
FY93 -7.81 10,112 503
HW39-4 -5.42 6,467 609
SR.202 ..4.95 7,054 607

Theoretically, a low viscosity flit will aid in the formation of a thin well-spread cold cap. Frit
viscosity is plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 5 for the four frits. The relative orderof



incre_ing viscosity is SR202 > FY93 > FY91 > HW39-4.
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Figure $. Frit viscosity vs. temperature generatedby Fulcher extrapolation of measured
viscosity data between 950 and 1250 "C.

Results from feed micro_;tructuretesting can be used to understand the effect of frit on the melting
reactions. Microstructure evaluation tests allowed the evaluation of several melting stages by
observing (using optical microscopy) samples that were heated in a constant temperature gradient
(isothermal). Table IV summarizes this data for the four feedsheated in a gmclientfurnace for one
hour.

The effect of time on each stage of cold cap melting was measured using microstructure analysis of
feed samples. Table V sunmmrizes the temperatures for each stage as a function of time.
Generally, the characteristic temperaturesfor each melting stage decrease with increasing time.

Figure 6 illustrates the time and temperaturedependence of each melting stage. The melting stages
fit the An'henius model with a time constant (x) equal to the heating time. This is expected due to
each stage's dependence on they activatedprocesses (see Table VI). The extremely high
activation energy required for the reactions indicates that a combination of many effects including
diffusion, heat transfer, and reaction kinetics must be considered. In the case of sintering, the
corresponding activity coefficient for viscous flow of frit is 2.5x104 K which is much lower that

the 1.6x105K from the Arrhenius equation. Lowering of flit viscosity by reactions with molten
salts or other flux components from the waste resulted in the different activation energies. Hence,
the presence of waste strongly acceleratesthe sintering of flit by reacting and forming a lower
viscosity layer on the frit surface. The extremely high .temperaturecoefficient lot homogenization



cannotbe explainedby simplediffusionand mustinclude otherfactors,such as conve_ion. It is
not yet knownhow fritcomposition effects thereaction ramwith waste elements, but it is
postulated thata fritwithlow viscosity wiUreact more quickly. Datais widely scatteredfor the

Table IV. One hourGradientFurnace Feed MicrostructurcEvaluation(MEG) Test Results for
Each Feed.d Viscosity was extrapolatedusinghigh temperature flit viscosity data and the
calculated viscosity at the sintering temperature.

Sm_e F"Y91 FY93 HW39.4 SR202
Temperature('C) , ,
smtering(Necking)Begins 6i2 622 612 641
Bubble Formation Begins 649 649 641 663
Foaming Starts 656 671 656 694
Foaming Ends 846 877 839 867
Length of Foaming Interval 190 206 183 173
Last UndisolvedWaste in Glass >919 ...... 972 867 .... >1058
Fri! Viscosity (MPa.s)
Bubble Formation Begins 5.86 12.49 7.08 14.27
Foaming Starts 3.92 3.74 2.62 2.26

Table V. Gradient Furnace Feed Mierostrueture Evaluation (MEG)Test Results for FYgl Feed as
a function of time.

Time (h) 22.5 45 90 180 360 720
Temperature for each meltin_ st Re('C)
Sintering (Necking) Begins 623 614 612 609 600 >600
Bubble Formation Begins 675 650 647 647 637 610
Foaming Starts 693 688 655 651 647 620

v_,-. ,, Foaming Ends 819 752 790 752 738 776
Length of Foaming Interval 126 64 135 101 91 156

__, Last Undisolved Waste in Glass 1004 970 977 963 953 943
• ..:..

Table VI. Arrhenius Fit to Melting Stages in FY91 Feed.

lln "c= A + B/T A B (K)

:- smtering (Necking) Begins "' -111.69 1.06E+05
Bubble Formation Begins -51.96 5.58E+04

....... Foaming Starts -37.01 4.20E+IM
Foaming Ends -79.43 9.21E+04

.... Last Undisolved Waste in Glas; -72.88 1.02E+05

ill ,, i,

d Viscosity Estimations were made using fitting Fulcher's model with high temperature
viscosity data plus a calculated sintering viscosity. It was assumed that reactions between
frit and waste did not significantly affect sintering temperature of flit.



end of foaming stage temperature. "Iwofactors likely contributeto this large fluctuation: first,
collap_ng of a largebubble can have a largeeffect on the measuredvalue; second, foam is very
sensitiveto experimentalconditionsandmay beaffected by mechanicalor thermalinfluenceswhile
being removedfrom thefuma_.
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Figure6.ArrheniusplotofmeltingstageevolutioninFY91feed.Solidcharacterscorrespond
to one hour MEG which was conductedusing a different tempcmn_ gradient andthus were not
used to calculate fitted lines.

Waste Form Acceptance

The normalized elemental releases by PCT are shown in Table VII for each glass. The normalized
release of boron is the standard representation of waste glass dissolution. PCT release results
showed the highest dissolution in HW39-4 waste glass followed by FY93 and SR202. FY91
provided the best glass in terms of PCT durability.
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Table VII. Normalized ElementalReleases by PCT fromGlass (g/m2.7flay). *Environmental
AssessmentfF_) glass producedusingsameproceduresas otherfourglassesand the Defense
Waste Processing Facility _WPF) EA glass composition.

Release Si B Na Li pH
Measured

, i

FY91 0.26 0.65 0.42 0.62 9.83
PFY93 0.53 1.96 1.37 1.39 10.76
HW39-4 0.73 3.86 2.63 2.51 11.40
rSR202 0.42 1.28 0.85 0.84 10.88
[EA-Glass* 1.82 8.64 6.59 3.83 11.93
LPredicted
!FY91 0.31 1.62 0.90 1.43 9.84
IFY93 0.40 1.32 0.99 1.17 9.73
iI-IW39-4 0.47 2.16 1.66 1.72 10.75
:SR202 0.47 1.17 0.88 1.02 10.94
EA-Glasg* 0.99 6.93 5.65 4.35 11.39

Normalized release from glass is related to compositionaccordingto the first-order model:

10

ha r = _ aig i, (5)
i=l

where r is the normalized release, ai is the i-th component coefficient, and gi is the i-th component

mass fraction in a ten component glass (SiO2, B203, Na20, Li20, CaO, MgO, F%O3, AI20 3, and

all other components "Others"). The determination of ai's andmore complete treatment of

Equation 5 are given by Hrma, et _1.15This model has been applied to the four glass
compositions tested (see TableVII).

Trade-Offs' of Frit Formulation

A gainin feed and melterprocessabilitymaybe achieved by loweringdurabilityor waste loading.
Frit optimization has been put to practical use in maximized waste loading studies21and

•-,. maximized durability,z2 These studiesand their resultant frits were designed to maximize one of
the competing demands on flit performance (glass waste loadingor durability) while not
considering demands such as frit dissolution. For example, the frit formulated forhigh waste

loading is low in alkali and very refractory21(82 wt% SiO2, 12B203, and 6 Li20). This frit will

be phase separated and will likely have low leach resistance. Becausethe flit is very refractory (82
wt% SiO2) it may have melting problems similar to those seen with MEG testing of SR202 fail

' - The high durability glass obtained using FY91 flit came at the cost of difficulties in processing.
Low leachresistance of this flit appeared to have created rheologyproblems which caused pumping
difficulties and incomplete cold cap spreading. Generally, flits designed for high NCAW loading or
very high durability will laavelow -alkalicontent which promotes phase separation and has been
found to degrade durability.



CONCLUSIONS

Moredurable fritsmay be less susceptibleto rheologicaldifficultiesin melter feed testing basedon
melters tests as well as experimentalevidence. Fourmeasurementsto assess the durabilityof flit
were presented: PC'T,MCC-1, pH monitoring,and Li leaching in melter feed. The results of an
these rests were in good agreement. Hence, inexpensive test such as PCT and MCC-1 are capable
of indicatingflit dissolution behaviorin laboratorymelterfeed experiments.

Little difference was seen in the viscosity and melting stages of the two frits HW39-4 and FY91
based on laboratorytests. However,melter tests showed slowermelting with FY91 feeds. This
suggests that cold cap spreadinghas a strongerinfluence on the melting rateof NCAW feeds than
feed reactions. Fritreaction with molten salts from waste appears to lowerviscosity at the surface
of fritpanicles, and thus enhance flit sintering.

Flits designed formaximum waste loading and maximumdurabilitywill minimize alkali content
in frit. This changewill likely lower fritdurability(due to phaseseparation)and increase
susceptibilityto gelationin the melter feed.
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